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ABSTRACT 
 
When evaluating transport projects, accessibility measures provide insights into the potential 
for wider economic benefits that may accrue through agglomeration effects; these measures 
are recognized as a way to connect land use and transportation planning.  Similarly, 
emerging evidence suggests that accessibility measures can effectively connect complex 
technical analyses with narratives more easily understood and used by community 
stakeholders.  A consolidated class of accessibility measures could thus potentially be the 
foundation for co-creative planning in which stakeholders work actively with planners to 
evaluate wider impacts (i.e. impacts not considered in traditional cost-benefit analyses of 
travel time savings) of transport investment.  This potential would be enhanced if tools to 
calculate and communicate the measures, and probable winners and losers from a project, 
are sufficiently relatable, transparent, and understandable.  This paper describes the 
development and preliminary testing of an open-source stakeholder engagement tool, built 
on the OpenTripPlanner/Transport Analyst software and called CoAXs, that seeks to support 
co-creative transport planning.  Preliminary tests using the example of bus rapid transit 
corridors in Boston, Massachusetts, suggest that accessibility measures effectively highlight 
the land use and equity impacts of public transit investments, and that CoAXs can aid 
discussions of how to value these wider impacts. 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
Estimated benefits of public transit investments are often presented to community 
stakeholders and the public as static, aggregated measures from models of urban systems.  
Such measures tend to limit stakeholders to the consideration of pre-selected impacts of 
“pre-analyzed and pre-filtered choices” (Wigan 2012, p. 228).  Given the complexity of transit 
networks and their interactions with urban space, the significant analytical effort traditionally 
required to compute these abstract estimates (e.g. travel time savings, related cost-benefit 
ratios, etc.) has discouraged meaningful interaction in the planning process and the iterative 
evaluation of other wider benefits, as well as exploratory analysis to identify potential project 
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beneficiaries who may be spatially or temporally remote from the apparent locus of 
intervention.   
 
Goodspeed (2014), however, asserts that traditional “black box” models are “beginning to 
converge” with more open and understandable “planning support systems” (p. 65).  Indeed, 
new digital data, network tools, and interactive software promise to transform stakeholder 
engagement, allowing for co-creation by a broader range of experts and stakeholders and 
possibly, in turn, expanding the range of impacts considered in decision-making.  Co-
creation comprises a paradigm shift away from the “conventional ‘goods-dominant logic’, 
whereby transportation services are seen as a… good and customers act as passive 
consumers of that good” toward “a service-dominant logic” requiring “direct engagement and 
interactions with customers” (Gebauer et al., 2010, p. 512).  Emerging software tools for 
collaborative mapping can help transit agencies meet this requirement.  These tools can 
efficiently synthesize urban data, providing the possibility to spark new ways of representing 
and evaluating transport projects in relation to land use, equity, and the environment.   
 
Some of these interactive tools highlight urban connectivity and accessibility measures (e.g. 
Páez et al., 2013; TfL, 2015; etc.).  Accessibility measures go beyond traditional transport-
focused mobility measures to encompass spatial and temporal dimensions related to 
mobility, land-use, and individual user components (Handy and Niemeier, 1997; Geurs and 
Van Wee, 2004; Sclar and Lönnroth, 2014).  Such measures, including cumulative 
opportunity, gravity, and effective density varieties, can reflect transport-enabled 
agglomeration economies, and the links between these measures and related wider 
economic benefits such as improved productivity are increasingly well established (Graham, 
2007; Melo et al., 2013; Chatman and Noland, 2013).  Moreover, Metz (2008), Zegras 
(2011), and others have argued that improved accessibility not only enables wider economic 
benefits, but should itself be a fundamental aim of transport investment.  Regardless of 
whether improved accessibility is considered as a precursor to positive external benefits or a 
fundamental benefit itself, accessibility-based project evaluation also has the potential 
advantage of being more relatable to a wider set of stakeholders (Stewart, 2014), making it 
conducive to co-creative planning endeavors in which diverse stakeholders can advocate for 
the consideration of a wider range of urban, social, equity, and environmental impacts. 
 
This paper describes the functionality and testing of an open-source, web-based mapping 
and visualization tool, called CoAXs, that can be used in co-creative planning workshops to 
evaluate and communicate the broader urban accessibility benefits of transit projects.  Focus 
group tests with CoAXs suggest that accessibility measures effectively highlight the land use 
and equity impacts of public transit investments and that CoAXs can aid discussions of how 
to value these wider impacts. 
 
In the following section, accessibility is defined, connected with wider economic impacts 
such as agglomeration, discussed as a benefit itself, and considered as a basis for co-
creative processes.  Co-creation and its general applications in transit management and 
planning are then discussed in Section 3.  Section 4 offers an overview of emerging 
accessibility tools and policies, and Section 5 describes the development and testing of one 
particular open-source accessibility tool, CoAXs.  We conclude with next steps for 
development and testing of CoAXs and more general lessons for measuring and 
communicating accessibility benefits. 
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2. Accessibility benefits 
 

2.1 Defining accessibility 
 
Generally, urban accessibility reflects how easily people can reach destinations in an urban 
region.  The definition in Hansen’s (1959) foundational work is a “measurement of the spatial 
distribution of activities about a point, adjusted for the ability and the desire of people or firms 
to overcome spatial separation" (p. 73).  Geurs and Van Wee (2004) argue for a similar 
concept, defining accessibility as “the extent to which land use and transport systems enable 
(groups of) individuals to reach activities or destinations by means of a (combination of) 
transport mode(s)” (p. 128) They locate accessibility at the center of four travel components: 
land use, transport, temporal, and individual.  We propose a slight revision, arguing that 
there are both temporal and spatial dimensions of the land use, transport, and individual 
components.  That is, the characteristics of individuals, land use, and transport vary over 
both space and time.  Conceptually, we locate accessibility at the nexus of the mobility, 
activity, and identity systems underlying these components (see Figure 1). 
 
 

 
Figure 1 - Components of accessibility 

 
This conceptual framing can inform a discussion of different terminology used to describe 
accessibility.  A number of essentially equivalent terms have been put forward, each 
connoting a slightly different perspective.  Partly to distinguish their transport analyses from 
handicap accessibility, agencies such as Transport for London (TfL) use “connectivity” to 
emphasize the transport component of accessibility.  Geurs and Van Wee (2004) propose 
using accessibility to refer to location-based perspectives and access to refer to individual-
based perspectives.  We follow this convention, and also use accessibility to refer to this 
concept more broadly. 
 
Urban actors, practitioners, and theorists approach accessibility from many different 
perspectives.  Some illustrative examples, working around the conceptual triad above, 
follow.  Transport modeling focuses primarily on the lower right vertex -- the transport 
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network and its connectivity characteristics.  Dominant project appraisal practice considers 
travel time savings in this subsystem as the primary benefit (Rosewell, 2012).  Transport and 
urban economics have made progress considering the land use component by valuing wider 
economic benefits (e.g. Graham, 2007).  Developers, urban planners, and geographers 
consider the distribution of activities in geographic space.  Sociologists and other 
researchers concerned with social exclusion consider the intersection between land use and 
individual characteristics and demographics (e.g. Preston and Rajé, 2007; Currie et al., 
2010; Fol and Gallez, 2014; Lucas et al., 2015).  Equity advocates and community 
organizations tend to advocate for improved access for their constituencies with related 
identities (e.g. Bullard, 2003).  Ethnographers and sociologists consider how social and 
identity systems condition use of mobility systems (e.g. Ghannam, 2011; Sheller, 2004).  
Clearly, the concept of accessibility is employed and understood in a wide range of ways.  
Given this latitude in potential interpretations, as traditional cost-benefit analysis is expanded 
to include accessibility-based benefits, it is important to decide and communicate in a 
consistent, transparent manner how accessibility is being measured and used. 
 
2.2 Accessibility and wider economic benefits 
 
Accessibility measures have been shown to translate the connectivity provided by transport 
into wider economic benefits stemming from agglomeration.  Analysis conducted for the 
business case for London’s Crossrail project convincingly demonstrated the additionality of 
these productivity benefits for various sectors of the UK economy (Venables, 2007, Graham, 
2007).  More generally, Alstadt et al. (2012) emphasize the growing need to be able to 
“consider both industry detail and forms of accessibility in order to calculate accurately the 
relative impact of specific project proposals” (p. 154).  Hensher et al. (2014) go beyond 
considering effective employment density and its attendant productivity benefits to 
incorporate effective social density, “a measure of the reduction in social exclusion 
consequent on increased potential accessibility to activities, which we refer to as social 
accessibility benefits or impacts” (p. 464). Accessibility measures are seeing increasing use 
as inputs into calculations of wider economic benefits, making tools for calculating these 
measures for different scenarios increasingly valuable. 
 
2.3 Accessibility as a benefit 
 
In addition to being a means toward wider economic benefit ends, accessibility is framed by 
some as an end in itself.  Sclar and Lönnroth (2014) assert, “Few dispute the fact that the 
goal of expanding urban transport is to facilitate improved urban access” (p. 1).  If 
accessibility is indeed the goal, project appraisal can shift away from the traditional travel 
time savings approach, which “abstracts from trip generation and economic impacts, and 
leaves it hard to incorporate environmental constraints” (Rosewell 2012 p. 663).  Metz 
(2008) explicitly calls for appraisal to flip the travel time savings focus to an accessibility 
focus.  Geurs (2006) argues that even if residents’ travel patterns do not immediately take 
advantage of improved access, there is an option value in having improved connectivity.  
Zegras (2011) argues that improved access results in widened choice-sets for individuals, 
allowing them additional freedom in optimizing their own decisions about goods, services, 
recreation, and employment. These widened choice-sets represent improved well-being and 
are fundamental to building human capital. 
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2.4 Stakeholder involvement and equity 
 
If accessibility-based analysis is to supplement or even supplant the traditional travel-time 
savings approach, this analysis will need sufficient transparency and robustness to attain 
credibility with professionals and the public.  Research suggests that “trust and legitimacy 
(process) are prior to data in stakeholders’ decision-making processes” (Bailey and 
Grossardt, 2010, p. 67) and that stakeholder engagement strategies built around 
accessibility measures can help achieve this legitimacy (Stewart, 2014).  Accessibility 
metrics are inherently geographical, making them easier to associate with specific (sub-) 
populations than abstract travel time savings are.  As Miller (1991) writes, “The spatial 
distribution of accessibility, particularly changes in accessibility, can tell the planner or policy 
analyst directly who are the ‘winners’ and ‘losers’ in a given scenario” (p. 2).  For transit 
construction projects in complex networks, beneficiaries may be far removed spatially and 
temporally from the physical intervention.  Sketch planning tools showing where accessibility 
gains occur can help planners identify stakeholders who stand to benefit, and engage them 
as allies early in the implementation process. 
 
The ability to identify winners and losers, or how fairly benefits and costs are distributed, is 
also an important requirement for the task of equity analysis (Levinson, 2002; Litman, 2015).  
Because accessibility measures help identify winners and losers, they have been proposed 
as the basis for equity evaluations using Gini indices (Welsh and Mishra, 2013; Lucas et al., 
2015) and other equity standards (Golub and Martens, 2014).  These metrics are thus 
appealing both as informative tools for achieving more equitable outcomes, and, if their 
formulation and application are transparent and engaging enough for diverse stakeholders, 
for conducting planning an a procedurally equitable way. 
 
2.5 Measuring accessibility 
 
Numerous ways have been proposed to operationalize accessibility measures into summary 
indicators that can be used to evaluate projects (Busby, 2004; El Geneidy and Levinson, 
2006; Ducas, 2011; Bertaud, 2012; Peralta and Mehndiratta, 2015).  Here we synthesize a 
general form for these indicators that can be customized for a given context as seen fit by 
stakeholders. 
 
For a set of origin zones (i  =  1…n) and a set of destination zones (j  =  1…m) (which can be 
the same zones as the origin zones), an accessibility score ai can be calculated for each 
origin zone as: 

𝑎! 𝐷,𝑀,𝑇,𝐶 = 𝑞!

!

!!!

(𝐷)𝑓(𝑡!"(𝑀,𝑇)) 

       (1) 
 
Where: 
D  is the selected destination opportunity/activity type (e.g. jobs, healthcare 

facilities, employees) 
M  is the mode of travel (e.g. auto, transit) 
T   is the time of day for the trip (e.g. peak, off-peak), which implies a certain 

level of service offered, congestion delays, etc. 
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C  is the cutoff time if a binary cumulative opportunity measure is used (e.g. 
maximum allowable journey time) 

𝑞! 𝐷   is the number of opportunities of type D in zone j, and 
𝑡!"(𝑀,𝑇)  is the time or generalized cost to travel from zone i to zone j    by mode  M  at 

time  T 
𝑓(𝑡!"(𝑀,𝑇))  is an attractiveness function, generally returning decreasing values as the 

time or generalized cost argument increases.   
 
For a binary cumulative-opportunity measure using a cutoff 𝐶, 
 

𝑓(𝑡!") =
0, 𝑡!"(𝑀,𝑇) > 𝐶
1, 𝑡!"(𝑀,𝑇) ≤ 𝐶 

       (2) 
 
That is, an opportunity is not attractive if the time or cost to reach it exceeds a threshold.   
Although the functional form of 𝑓 can also be a typical gravity function, a gamma function, 
etc., the binary cutoff form is arguably the best understood by stakeholders. 
 
The formulation specified in Equation 1 applies to each individual origin zone. To obtain an 
aggregated, regional, weighted average score (e.g. the number of jobs accessible to the 
average resident in the region), the accessibility of each zone can be multiplied by the 
population in that zone, with the resulting products summed and divided by the total regional 
population: 
 

𝐴 𝑂,𝐷,𝑀,𝑇,𝐶 =
   (𝑝! 𝑂 𝑎!(𝐷,𝑀,𝑇,𝐶!
!!! ))

𝑝!!
!!! (𝑂)

 

       (3) 
Where: 
𝑎! 𝐷,𝑀,𝑇,𝐶   is as defined above in Equation (1). 
O  is the selected origin class (e.g. residents, households) 
𝑝!(𝑂)  is the population of the origin class O in zone i 
 
Finally, these measures can be normalized by the total number of opportunities in the region 
(yielding, for example, the percentage of a region’s jobs accessible to the average 
household): 
 

𝐴′ 𝑂,𝐷,𝑀,𝑇,𝐶 =
   (𝑝! 𝑂 𝑎!(𝐷,𝑀,𝑇,𝐶!
!!! ))

𝑝!!
!!! (𝑂) 𝑞!(𝐷)!

!!!
 

       (4) 
 
Others have discussed the formulation and merits of such indicators and  have implemented 
software to calculate the indicators.  Our intended contribution is to test how these measures 
can be used in a co-creative planning process to support new understandings of transport’s 
benefits. 
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3. Recent trends in accessibility tools and policies 
 
Proprietary transport modeling GIS tools have long had the capability to generate isochrones 
and accessibility measures (e.g. Caliper TransCAD, CitiLabs Voyager and Accession).  
Recent versions of these tools allow for more rapid computation, and, for transit, multi-path 
routing returning generalized costs that are the aggregate of different appealing transit 
itineraries.  Web-based tools (e.g. Páez, 2013; OpenTripPlanner/Transport Analyst) are 
making the capability to visualize accessibility readily available online.   
 
As computation time for accessibility measures drops, transport policy is shifting toward 
accessibility.  The research described in Section 2.5 above has formulated specific 
recommendations on how specific indicators can be incorporated into planning, and 
agencies have shown an increasing openness to actually implementing these indicators (e.g. 
USDOT, 2015; TfL, 2015). 
 
4. Co-creative transit planning 
 
The preceding sections contend that accessibility measures, and transparent engaging ways 
to calculate and communicate them, are increasingly important in evaluating transport 
projects.  With rapidly proliferating information technology and mobile communication, 
consumers in general are shifting “from being passive, isolated, and unaware to being 
active, connected, and informed.” (Gebauer et al., 2010, p. 514).  This shift has profound 
implications for transit agencies.  For example, the provision of real-time information can 
increase transit ridership (Brakewood et al. 2015), while on the other hand, e-hail apps have 
significant disruptive potential for urban transportation (Li and Zhao, 2015).   
 
An orientation toward co-creation can help transit agencies navigate these new trends. 
Gebauer et al. (2010) draw on the successful experience of Swiss rail operator SBB to 
formulate the following recommendation: “Public-transport operators should facilitate the 
active participation of customers in designing and implementing their processes and 
systems.”  This recommendation is based on their examination of benefits of personalizing 
the relationship with customers in five areas related to customer information and marketing: 
customer engagement (e.g. promotions, communication channels), self-service (e.g. 
automated ticketing technology), customer experience (e.g. efforts to make service pleasant 
and instill loyalty), problem-solving (e.g. online trip planning and recovery of lost personal 
belongings), and co-design (e.g. coordinating service for special events, designing 
wheelchair accessibility).   
 
They judge that “co-designing has been rather under-utilized compared with the other four 
co-creation activities);” it seems this is especially true for longer-term capital and corridor 
planning.  In the United States, such longer term transportation infrastructure planning has 
lacked true co-design, and even basic public involvement “has been, and in many cases 
continues to be, highly problematic” (Bailey and Grossardt, 2010).  Gaps between different 
types of knowledge are a major reason such engagement has been so problematic.  Fischer 
(2000) characterizes this gap as being between recognized and non-recognized experts.  
Describing a participatory transport planning exercise in Ghana, Jones et al. (2004) 
distinguish and seek to integrate, “tacit knowledge, which is personal and experiential” and 
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“explicit knowledge…gained through data-driven experimentation, empirical analysis, 
development of theoretical understanding, etc….[and] maintained by system providers.” (21). 
Te Brömmelstroet and Bertolini (2012) also use this distinction in differentiating between the 
expertise of different professional planners.  
 
An ideal co-creative planning process can go beyond merely integrating different types of 
knowledge to generating new knowledge through a process of mutual learning.  Innes and 
Booher (2004) describe such possibilities for mutual learning: “When an inclusive set of 
citizens can engage in authentic dialogue where all are equally empowered and informed… 
everyone is changed … They can work through issues and create shared meanings as well 
as the possibility of joint action. They can learn new heuristics” (p. 428). 
 
In short, service providers, and transit agencies in particular, are moving toward a new 
paradigm of creating value for their users, based on co-creation.  To support a true co-
design process that generates new knowledge, new evaluative tools are required – tools 
with rapid feedback to enable a much tighter cycle of iterative design in which professional 
planners and community stakeholders can participate and communicate more clearly. 
 
5. CoAXs: history, functionality, and beta testing 

 
5.1 History 
 
OpenTripPlanner/Transport Analyst is an open software project that builds analysis 
capabilities on top of an increasingly widely used online journey planning software package.  
An early version of OpenTripPlanner Analyst was evaluated with focus groups of 
professional planners and community stakeholders in Santiago de Chile and Boston, 
Massachusetts (Stewart, 2014).  These focus groups suggested that a participatory 
framework developed around this toolkit could be an effective platform for dialogue between 
planners and community organizations.  The lessons learned from these sessions guided 
the development of a new interface for collaboratively creating, modifying, and evaluating 
transit scenarios, called CoAXs.  The overall CoAXs visualization platform is designed to 
provide a responsive, intuitive interface that facilitates iterative evaluation of alternatives, 
collaboration among stakeholders, and improved public confidence regarding wider project 
benefits.  CoAXs has two modules (see Figure 2).  
 
5.2 Functionality Overview 
 
The first module, the accessibility analyst, includes a suite of visualizations.  These 
visualizations synthesize data about transit service, pedestrian and cycling networks, land 
use, and socio-economics to provide interactive web-based maps of both individual access 
to opportunities and regional accessibility.  This module helps users examine access to 
opportunities through personal, neighborhood, and regional lenses and develop a better 
understanding of the links between them. It can also accentuate the equity implications of 
regional accessibility measures.   
 
The second module is a sketch-planning corridor editor that allows users to modify the 
service parameters of bus corridors and create different scenarios of combinations of 
corridors.  Feedback to the accessibility analyst allows nearly instantaneous evaluation of 
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how these modifications affect regional accessibility and facilitates the rapid comparison of 
alternatives on the basis of accessibility metrics.   
 

 
Figure 2 - CoAXs Modules and Functionality  

 
In both of these modules, points of interest and itineraries pre-identified by workshop 
participants can be loaded and displayed.  This helps participants orient themselves on the 
maps and makes the illustrated impacts more relevant to their own routines and spatial 
practices. 
 
The accessibility analyst module is detailed below, using the example of the MBTA in Boston 
and a proposed scenario including four new BRT corridors.  It should be noted that open 
data (specifically an Open Street Map extract, the United States EPA’s Smart Location 
Database, and GTFS feeds) and the Open Trip Planner engine underlie the interface shown 
below, making it easily reusable for other settings. 
 
5.3 Accessibility analyst functionality and example application 
 

      
Figure 3 - Accessibility analyst isochrone view, showing contours for 30 minutes (left) and 60 
minutes (right) of travel time on transit from the blue marker during the morning peak 
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Using an interactive touchscreen, users can move a marker to any location on the map (with 
suggested locations being the pre-loaded points of interest).  A slider bar then allows them to 
select a travel time threshold (𝐶 in the notation of Section 3.5), and the areas reachable 
within that threshold by a selected mode (𝑀) during a selected time period (𝑇) are 
highlighted (see Figure 3). 
 
Based on the selected location, a cumulative plot of accessible opportunities can also be 
displayed (See Figure 4).  In effect, this plot displays ai for all values of C up to 120 minutes.  
Given an impedance function, these data could be used to calculate a gravity-measure form 
of ai  (that is, a single summary value independent of C). 
 

 
Figure 4 - Accessibility analyst cumulative opportunity view, showing a plot of cumulative 
jobs accessible by travel time cutoff 

 
The above example views (Figures 3 and 4) assume one scenario of transit service has 
been selected.  The views can also be used to display a comparison of two transit service 
scenarios.  For example, in Figure 5 below, the blue areas are faster to reach with new BRT 
service, while travel times to yellow areas remain unchanged or are longer. 
 

 
Figure 5 - Comparison view 
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While choosing a point for analysis can help users develop intuition about and trust in these 
results, project evaluations would require ai  be calculated for all origin zones.  This 
functionality is also available through Open Trip Planner/Transport Analyst.  Figure 6 shows, 
for each Census block group in Boston,  
ai  (to  jobs,  by  existing  transit  service,  between  7  and  9  AM,  within  30  minutes).     
 

 
Figure 6 - Regional accessibility view 

A comparison mode for this regional view is also available.  The choropleth map of Figure 7 
shows, for each Census block group,  
 
ai  (to  jobs,  by  existing  transit  or  proposed  BRT  service,  between  7  and  9  AM,  within  30  minutes)  
minus  ai  (to  jobs,  by  existing  transit  service,  between  7  and  9  AM,  within  30  minutes).      
  
Drop-down menus allow for instant modifications of D,  T,    and  C,  allowing for rapid evaluation 
of how different types of workers in different areas of the city might benefit.  Often, because 
of transfer possibilities in the transit network, the areas that benefit are distant from the 
proposed interventions, making this a useful tool to quickly identify potential project allies 
who may not otherwise realize that they stand to benefit (or, in the case of service 
reductions, potential opponents who may not otherwise realize they stand to lose).  

 
Figure 7 - Regional accessibility comparison view 

The results underlying these maps can also be used to perform other analyses and 
calculations.  For example, each calculated ai  could be plotted against 𝑝!(𝑂) (or the origin 
population density).  Areas with high population (density) and low accessibility might be 
candidates for priority treatment.  The aggregate indices 𝐴!and 𝐴′!can also be calculated 
from these regional views.  In Table 1 below:  
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O  = {all residents, car-free households}; D = all jobs; M = {existing transit service, existing 
transit augmented with proposed BRT}; T = 7 to 9 AM; C = {30 minutes, 60 minutes}.   
 
Table 1: Regional Accessibility Indices – Transit to All Jobs  
 Baseline BRT Scenario Percent Change 

30 min 60 min 30 min 60 min 30 min 60 min 

Average 
Resident 

Number 27,912  178,428  28,206  179,011  
1.05% 0.33% % of Regional 

Total 
1.21% 7.74% 1.22% 7.77% 

Average 
Car-Free 
Household 

Number 27,890  185,428  28,121  185,995  
0.83% 0.31% % of Regional 

Total 1.21% 8.05% 1.22% 8.07% 

 
Table 2 is the same, except that D = healthcare jobs. 
 
Table 2: Regional Accessibility Indices – Transit to Healthcare Jobs 
Morning Transit Accessibility 
to Healthcare Jobs 

Baseline BRT Scenario Percent Change 
30 min 60 min 30 min 60 min 30 min 60 min 

Average 
Resident 

Number       2,843  18,574         2,967        18,708  
4.38% 0.72% % of Regional 

Total 
1.00% 6.54% 1.04% 6.59% 

Average 
Car-Free 
Household 

Number 2,868 19,146 2,957 19,276 
3.11% 0.68% % of Regional 

Total 1.01% 6.74% 1.04% 6.79% 

 
These tables indicate, for example, that the proposed BRT scenario would increase the 
number of jobs accessible to the average Boston area resident within 30 minutes by 1.05%, 
and would increase the corresponding number of healthcare jobs accessible by 4.38%.  
Given the importance of the healthcare sector for the Boston and Massachusetts economies, 
such indices, combined with maps of accessibility to important healthcare clusters, could 
help build a strong case for the proposed scenario. 
 
Stakeholders concerned with equity might choose to focus not on all residents, but instead 
on low-income residents, car-free households, environmental justice populations, or other 
sub-groups.  These households tend to be located in more central areas of Boston, as do 
major healthcare facilities.  Accordingly, the average car-free household has higher 
accessibility to healthcare jobs than the average resident, but, at some travel time thresholds 
(C  ), lower accessibility to all jobs. 
 
Industry- and demographic- specific indices like the sample ones discussed above respond 
to the need identified by Aldstadt (2012) for incorporating more forms of accessibility into 
analyses of wider economic benefits.  Moreover, different origin, destination, mode, and time 
parameters can easily be selected and tested in the online interface by stakeholders 
according to what is relevant for specific contexts.  An open, participatory approach to 
selecting these parameters is an important part of the co-creation process. 
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5.4 Corridor editing module 
The second module of CoAXs is a corridor editing module.  Just as the ability for 
stakeholders to specify the specific form of the accessibility benefits considered is an 
important part of building credibility in the co-creation process, so is the ability to edit and 
modify the assumed transport scenarios that are inputs to these benefit calculations.  The 
corridor editor module allows users to modify route alignments, frequency, dwell time, and 
other service parameters for selected corridors.  The selected accessibility measures, and 
estimated capital and operating costs, update dynamically in response to these 
modifications.  This proposed process is in effect a way for users to “test new heuristics,” the 
participatory ideal outlined by Innes and Booher (2004), about the tradeoff between project 
costs and accessibility benefits, at both the regional and personal levels. 
  
5.5 Beta testing 

 
Figure 8 - Beta testing on a large touchscreen, showing the isochrone view and cumulative 

opportunity view in the accessibility analyst module 

 
In June, 2015, we solicited input on the design and deployment of CoAXs and related co-
creative transit planning tools with a diverse group of participants.  These twelve testers 
included representatives of the state department of transportation, local municipalities, 
transportation advocacy groups, business interests, nonprofits, developers, and others.  
Their feedback about CoAXs illustrated its limitations, challenges, and promise. 
 
The broader framing and process around using the tool needs further development.  
Participants agreed that the constraints and goals of the co-creative exercise need to be 
more clearly specified up front to attain credibility with community stakeholders.  More 
specifically, the current limitation of CoAXs to bus corridors needs to be explained, the 
project’s relation with other planning initiatives needs to be clarified, and a linear process to 
be followed in the workshop needs to be apparent.  Without this larger narrative flow in 
place, the users did not have a sufficient shared foundation on which to discuss the 
accessibility measures. 
 
Another limitation was the reliance on digital maps, which some stakeholders may be less 
comfortable with compared to traditional media.  Participants could orient themselves more 
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easily on 3-D models of urban space than standard web maps.  A compromise solution may 
be selecting better basemaps that depict building footprints and heights.  Further research 
along these lines would be relevant for projects that loaded different land use scenarios into 
Open Trip Planner/Transport Analyst. 
 
The main promise of CoAXs seemed to lie in its potential to use the general accessibility 
framing to connect participants’ everyday “spatial practices,” and how they imagine these 
spatial practices, with cartographic and quantitative “representations of space” (using the 
terminology of Lefebvre, 1991).  Much of the participants’ feedback centered on ways to 
expand this functionality – linking the maps and accessibility indices with various common 
travel patterns people deem important.   
 
One of the municipal officials expressed the concern that, for some opportunities like jobs, 
access to a large number of potential opportunities within a large commute time is important, 
while for other opportunities like grocery stores, access to one or two destinations within a 
short travel time is important.  While our beta test focused on accessibility to jobs, the 
functions used could be adapted easily to other measures of accessibility decided upon by 
stakeholders.  Given input data on grocery store locations, for example, the general forms of 
accessibility (Equations 1 and 3) could be specified to calculate the number of grocery stores 
available to the average household in a region using O  = {all households}; D = grocery 
stores; M = {walking, biking, or transit}; T = weekend mid-day; C = {10 minutes}. 
 
Similarly, multiple testers wanted more of the experiential and emotional aspects of travel 
represented.  In the accessibility framework, aspects like crowding, poor reliability, and 
transfers could be represented in a generalized cost reformulation of 𝑡!!(𝑀,𝑇) that assigns 
user-specified penalty weights to unpleasant (e.g. crowded) conditions.  Given necessary 
input data, the functionality of CoAXs would enable stakeholders to decide upon weights for 
such a reformulation and use them in evaluation.   
 
These examples illustrate the promise of a general form of accessibility measures, and 
CoAXs’ presentation of these measures, for supporting co-creation of transport.  With some 
refinements to the interface, stakeholders in a public workshop should be able to 
successfully weigh the tradeoffs between individual, neighborhood, and interest group 
accessibility changes (𝑎! for specific locations or 𝐴! for specific sub-populations) on the one 
hand, against regional accessibility changes (𝐴! or 𝐴′! for the entire population) and costs.  
Community stakeholders and professional planners could then have a common platform for 
not only generating project alternatives, but also generating a shared understanding of how 
the impact of those alternatives should be measured and weighed.  One of our testers 
suggested that planners should use tools like CoAXs as a “support team” providing 
“visualization superpowers” to the public, while making it clear that stakeholders are 
ultimately responsible for deciding on projects; such framing could help ameliorate the 
suspicion that has plagued transport project evaluation and public involvement in Boston. 
 
6. Next steps 

 
With the support of a local civic philanthropy, public workshop tests of an improved version 
of CoAXs and other integrated modeling tools will be conducted with stakeholder groups in 
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Boston in September 2015.  A significant improvement will involve better acquisition and 
display of participants’ itineraries and travel experiences, rather than merely destinations, 
using a tool like Flocktracker (see Zegras et al., 2015).  Integration with such a tool would 
further enhance CoAXs’ usefulness as a way to generate and catalogue new knowledge 
about users’ spatial practices.  We expect that this round of testing will allow for the 
quantification of CoAXs’ performance along a number of dimensions, including user-
friendliness, relevance, and effectiveness in producing new knowledge and understanding of 
projects.   
 
Additional work is also planned to incorporate congestion and crowding effects into the route 
choice models used in CoAXs.  Recent research into capacity-constrained accessibility, 
which extends traditional models with queuing theory and detailed simulation, has shown 
that ignoring capacity constraints in accessibility analysis can have distortionary effects 
(Shen and Zhao, 2014; Tuttle, 2014).  The RAPTOR multipath transit routing algorithm used 
in Open Trip Planner offers significant computation speed improvements over traditional 
shortest path algorithms (Delling et al., 2012), which may be conducive to simulation-based 
approaches to calculating capacity-constrained accessibility measures. 
  
7. Conclusions 
 
Accessibility measures have the potential to connect investments in the transport system to 
wider agglomeration impacts in the land use system, and to connect complex network 
representations backed by explicit technical knowledge to more readily understandable 
everyday forms of knowledge. By placing a consistent yet customizable measure of 
accessibility at its core, the tool we describe seeks to enable co-creative transit planning.  In 
co-creative planning, community stakeholders, whether focused on specific development 
parcels, industry clusters, or user groups, can meaningfully engage in the design of projects 
themselves as well as the measures by which projects are evaluated.  The open-source tool, 
and a well-designed public involvement process built around it, accordingly has potential to 
generate important new insights into evolving travel preferences, emerging land use trends, 
the value placed on accessibility by different types of stakeholders and firms, and how 
stakeholders value and make tradeoffs with accessibility. 
 
If accessibility is viewed as an input to other, well-documented economic impacts of 
transportation, the process we describe can be a rapid and transparent way of calculating 
these crucial inputs.  And if accessibility is viewed as a benefit itself, the co-creative process 
we describe and have begun to test could be the basis for new approaches to urban 
transport planning. 
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